Food Awards & Accolades

Orchids at Palm Court
Five-Diamond Award - 2015 & 2016
AAA

Top 100 Best in USA - 2010-2016 including
#7 Best Overall in USA - 2014
OpenTable

List is derived from more than five million reviews
submitted by OpenTable diners for more
than 20,000 restaurants.

Four Stars
Forbes Travel Guide

The only restaurant in the city of Cincinnati to have a star rating and one of
only 186 in the country. To achieve Four Star status, properties must meet or
exceed the bar-setting service standards, which are determined through an
unannounced, undercover service evaluation conducted by expert inspectors.

USA Chef of the Year, 2011-2012
American Culinary Federation

Chef Todd Kelly was named Chef of the Year. He competed against
three other regional chefs for the award. This is the ACF’s highest
honor bestowed annually.

Orchids at Palm Court - Award of Excellence - 2007 & 2013
American Culinary Federation

One of only eleven restaurants to win the award in the United States;
“Recognizes food service establishments that exemplify a commitment
to excellence in their area.”
Pastry Chef Megan Ketover was awarded Pastry Chef of the Year for
the Northeast Region, one of four regions in the USA.
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Pastry Chef of the Year, Northeast Region, 2009
American Culinary Federation
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Award of Excellence
#

1 Hotel in America

Ratings are selected on the following criteria: “creativity and complexity
of menus, proficient service with desire to exceed guest expectations,
ambiance is highly refined, incorporating quality materials and a
variety of upscale design enhancements to give a first-class impression”

Named #1 Hilton Hotel in the USA
for Food & Beverage - Six of the last Seven Years
Hilton Hotels & Resorts

This annual award is given by Hilton’s to its top performing hotel based
entirely on guest surveys. The surveys are managed by a third party and
scores are based on the following criteria: Overall breakfast experience,
Overall restaurant lunch/dinner experience, Restaurant menu variety, Overall
in-room dining/room service experience, Quality of room service food

Best of MidAmerica - 2006-2015
Hilton Cincinnati Netherland Plaza
Meetings Focus Magazine

Ten years in a row! Annual award where professional meeting planners select their
favorite hotels based on the following criteria: meeting space, guestrooms, guest
services and amenities, food & beverage service, high-tech services, recreational
facilities, efficiency & helpfulness of the staff and overall value and experience.

Hilton Signature Chef - One of Just Six in USA
Executive Chef Todd Kelly
Hilton Hotels & Resorts

Executive Chef Todd Kelly at the Hilton Cincinnati Netherland Plaza
was named a Hilton Signature Chef, one of just six in the US. In
conjunction with BRAVO’s Top Chef DC, Hilton showcased its own top
chefs who exemplify Hilton’s culinary heritage and relevance today.

Pastry Chef Megan Ketover competed
on BravoTV’s Top Chef Just Desserts

Megan competed against 13 pastry chefs for a $100,000 prize
on the nationally televised show.
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